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1 Introduction

AECOM was commissioned by CORMAC to undertake an Inspection for Assessment
(IfA), and subsequent structural assessment of South Quay Hill Shelters. South
Quay Hill Shelters (SQHS) is a three-levelled structure which provides seating areas
on the middle and lower levels, where views of Newquay Harbour can be enjoyed by
members of the public. Refer to Appendix A for details.

South Quay Hill Shelters are located below South Quay Hill road U6091, in
Newquay, Cornwall, with the nearest postcode TR7 1HR, OS Ref: SW 80817 61883.
The location of the structure is shown below.

Location plan of structure

An annotated cross section of the existing structure is shown below:
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This technical note primarily relates to Section 1 of the structure only, comprising
the carriageway slab, upper retaining wall, footway slab, edge beam, guardrail and
buttress walls. All elements of the structure beneath section 1 are considered to act
as support foundations for section 1 for the purposes of assessment and design
works.

The IfA and assessment found that the footway slab and edge beams of SQHS were
in poor and deteriorating condition and did not comply with safety standards in the
event of an errant vehicle colliding with the guardrail whilst negotiating the bend at
the top of South Quay Hill. Without intervention there is the likelihood of significant
structural damage and urgent maintenance being required, and the increasing risk
to the public of spalling concrete and vehicle incursion through the sub-standard
restraint system. It is therefore recommended that the existing edge beam and
footway slab be upgraded to current standards for durability and strength, and to
achieve this, these elements of SQHS should be replaced. This technical note
summarises the investigation and assessment carried out to date and proposes
options for the design of a new footway slab and edge beam, as well as a vehicle
restraint system and pedestrian guardrail. The design options for these remedial
works are covered in Section 2 of this technical note.

1.1 Inspection for Assessment

The results of the structural inspection and intrusive works can be found in the
Inspection Report (document no. 60571547/0084/002).

Section 1

The Inspection Report indicates large areas of hollow and cracked concrete to the
existing edge beams, which comprise of rolled steel joists (RSJs) encased in
concrete. The report also indicates spalling to the soffit of the existing footway slab
over the shelters. These defects have occurred from expansive corrosion of the
steel reinforcement, due to the particularly saline nature of the environment in
Newquay and insufficient concrete cover protection provided to the steel
reinforcement.

The report indicates a horizontal hairline crack near the top of the buttress and
retaining walls, that runs the entire length of the structure. There is thought to be a
construction joint between the mass concrete retaining wall and the carriageway
slab at the location of the crack, which would explain its linear nature. There also
appears to be no relative horizontal movement between the parts of the structure
above and below the crack, and it is therefore thought that the crack has not arisen
as a result of overstressing of structural elements. It is most likely therefore, that
the crack has formed due to differential thermal expansion between the
carriageway slab and the retaining wall.

Section 2

The lower structure also has some minor defects that are noted in the Inspection
Report. Most notably, there are two horizontal cracks in the edge beam, with hollow
areas directly above the cracks. These cracks are most probably a result of
corrosive expansion of steel in the edge beam. There is also a hairline crack that
runs the length of the south buttress and wing wall. These cracks are most
probably a result of differential thermal expansion between the walls and the slab
above.   None of the defect are thought to affect the integrity or stability of the
section 1 (upper tier) structure.
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Results of Preliminary Assessment
A preliminary assessment has been carried out on the existing buttress walls and
retaining wall in accordance with BS EN 1996-1-1:2005+A2:2012 (Eurocode 6 –
Design of masonry structures) and BS EN 1992-1-1:2004+A1:2014 (Eurocode 2 –
Design of concrete structures) for member resistances. A preliminary assessment
has also been carried out on the RSJs in accordance with BS EN 1993-1-
1:2005+A1:2014 (Eurocode 3 – Design of steel structures) for member resistances.
The assessment loads have been calculated in accordance with BS EN 1991-2:2003
(Actions on structures – Traffic loads on bridges) and its UK National Annex.

It should be noted that assessments have been referred to as ‘preliminary’ whilst
assessment methodology is subject to acceptance of an Approval in Principle (AIP)
for SQHS, however all assessment and design work will subsequently be certified
upon the endorsement of the AIP.

The shelters have been assessed for the combined effects of vehicle loading on the
footway acting vertically, and errant vehicle collision loading with earth pressure
acting horizontally on the retaining wall and edge beam. Global stability against
overturning and sliding has been assessed, and also the load capacity of the various
components of the shelters, including the retaining wall of section 1 which appears
to form part the foundation for the upper structure, as it lies beneath the floor of
the upper shelters and the buttress walls.

The assessment for the buttresses, retaining walls and RSJs have been carried out
for the loading resulting from the various options that are outlined in Section 2 of
this technical note.

As confirmed by the IfA, there was no evidence of structural distress to any part of
the SQHS, therefore, due to the lack of as-built records, particularly of its hidden
foundations and floor details, it was assumed that the foundations of section 2 of
the structure are adequate for the options considered in this technical note. It is
also assumed that section 1 of the structure acts independently from section 2,
which are considered to be a pragmatic approach given the lack of as-built
information.  Whilst this assumption cannot easily be proven, without significant
intrusive trial pitting excavation to prove the structure at its middle level, it is a
judgement based on the layout of section 1 and section 2 and observed condition.
For the purposes of calculating the stability of SQHS under the combined applied
load effects above, a point of rotation is assumed at the front edge of the middle
level floor slab, with the upper elements of the structure (retaining walls,
buttresses, footway and carriageway slab) acting as a single unit. Further detail of
the assessment methodology is contained within the AIP for assessment and
design.

The assessment results indicate that the structure considered has suitable stability
to resist overturning and sliding effects for a 100kN horizontal load applied at the
height of the existing footway perpendicular to the pedestrian guardrail. However,
the structure does not have suitable stability to resist overturning effects resulting
from a 200kN horizontal load applied in the same position as described above.
These horizontal loads correspond with Class A and Class B (normal containment
for flexible, and normal containment for rigid parapets respectively) in accordance
with NA to BS EN 1991-2:2003, Table NA.6. In carrying out this assessment for
overall stability, it has been necessary to include the stabilising effect of the road
slab acting together with the footway slab, retaining walls and buttresses. Without
this structure element, the assessment fails assessment for collision loading.

As a result of the horizontal and overturning load limitation of section 1 of the
structure, it would be logical to limit the design of the new structural elements so
that individual structural elements become overstressed or fail prior to the whole
structure reaching its stability limitation.
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The assessment has indicated that the RSJs have inadequate bending resistance to
accommodate bending effects from accidental vehicle loading. The beams have a
utilisation factor (Load effect/member resistance) of 1.21. This assessment
assumed the beams to be BSB8 6x3 beams with a yield strength of 230N/mm2.

The lower retaining wall of section 2, that supports (or partially supports) section 1
of the structure and carriageway slab, has been assessed for coexisting vertical and
horizontal accidental loads. The assessment results indicate that the peak bearing
stresses in the retaining wall are 1.69N/mm2, which is lower than the allowable
stress of 3.63N/mm2. The allowable stress was derived by applying a factor of
safety of 3 to the compressive strength of 10.9N/mm2 obtained from core test
results for the blockwork wall.

The assessment results also indicate that the carriageway slab does not have
adequate resistance against the loads effects from the 100kN design horizontal
impact load since investigation reveals that it contains virtually no reinforcement.
The slab and its connection with the footway slab should therefore be strengthened
or replaced to resist this load.

From the above results, it would appear logical and a practical solution to design a
strengthening system to accommodate a 100kN horizontal impact load applied at
the height of the existing footway perpendicular to the pedestrian guardrail.
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2 Options for Rehabilitation of South Quay Hill Shelters

The design options outlined below are for a minimum design life of 120 years.

2.1 Options for the Footway Slab and Edge Beam

· Option 1A – Replace the existing footway slab and edge beam with a new
reinforced concrete footway slab and edge beam, incorporating a ‘Trief’ safety
kerb, using stainless steel reinforcement. This option would require the
demolition of the top 80mm approx. of the buttresses and retaining walls, as
the new slab would be designed for accidental wheel loading and so would have
to be 200mm thick, i.e. thicker than the existing slab. The new slab will be
dowelled into the retaining wall and road slab to provide lateral stability to the
slab under horizontal forces, and continuity with the buttress and retaining
walls. Stainless steel reinforcement would provide maintenance and durability
benefits, as there will be limited risk of future concrete delamination as a result
of expansive corrosion from the reinforcement. It also enables a reduction in
concrete cover to the slab and hence a lighter-weight design. Further
information on this option is displayed in figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Option 1A -Stainless Steel Reinforced Concrete Deck and Edge Beam
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· Option 1B – Replace the existing footway slab and edge beam as in Option
1A above but use carbon steel reinforcement instead of stainless steel
reinforcement. This option would require an additional 20mm approx.
(100mm approx. total) removal of the buttresses and retaining wall to
accommodate the increased slab depth due to minimum cover requirements.
Although this option may have a lower construction cost than Option 1A,
maintenance costs may be incurred because of the lower durability of carbon
steel in comparison with stainless steel in harsh marine environments.
Further information on this option is displayed in figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Option 1B - Carbon Steel Reinforced Concrete Deck and Edge Beam

· Option 1C – Replace the existing footway slab as per options 1A and 1B
above. Reuse the RSJs or replace with new and encase them in new
concrete. The current condition and material properties of the existing RSJs
is unknown and has been assumed in assessment.  Therefore, further
investigation would be required to identify their current condition and obtain
higher yield strengths if they were to be reused. Preliminary assessment of
the RSJ’s suggests that for them to pass assessment the yield strength
would need to be > 280N/mm2, however this assumes continuity of the
RSJ’s over the buttress supports – which is unknown. If they were found to
be simply supported which we consider is more likely to be the case (as
shorter lengths of beam would have been more manoeuvrable on site), then
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the yield strength would need to be considerably higher, which is very
unlikely to be achievable. The option of reusing the existing RSJ’s is
therefore not recommended due to uncertainty surrounding the existing
RSJ’s strength, condition, long term durability and support conditions.
Similarly, the use of new larger cased RSJ’s is not currently a favoured
method of construction, because of the tendency for casing concrete to
crack, and introduce durability defects like those currently exhibited.

2.2 Options for the Carriageway Slab

· Option 2A – Replacement of the entire carriageway slab with a new ground
bearing reinforced concrete slab that ties into the new footway slab. This
option would require a complete closure of South Quay Hill to vehicular
traffic for approximately four weeks, since the width required for excavation
would be approximately 2.5m in width, meaning that there would only be
approximately 2.0m of carriageway width available. This option would have
the longest time period of road closure of the options considered. Access to
Newquay Harbour would only be possible to pedestrians and cyclists for this
option. This option is therefore not recommended. Further information on
this option is shown in figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Option 2A - Replacement of Entire Carriageway Slab
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· Option 2B – Chase out concrete channels or slots from the carriageway slab
perpendicular to the road and insert steel reinforcement at regular intervals
along the length of the slab. The reinforcement could either be stainless
steel or carbon steel, depending on the option selected from section 2.1.
Infill the areas of chased concrete using a rapid setting concrete mortar to
minimise disruption to vehicle traffic on South Quay Hill. Apply a hard
wearing, textured coating to the entire carriageway slab to improve
aesthetics of the strengthened slab. This would also have the added benefit
of enhancing skid resistance in wet/icy weather. Chasing of the concrete
could be carried out under night-time closures and cover plates could be laid
over the slab to allow the road to remain open during the day-time whilst
concrete is curing. Further information on this option is shown in figure 4
below.

Figure 4: Option 2B - Chasing of Slots in Existing Slab for Reinforcement
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· Option 2C – Hydro-demolish the top 150mm of concrete from the existing
carriageway slab. Lay a grid of horizontal reinforcement and drill and fix
dowel bars to allow a shear connection between the new and existing
concrete in the carriageway slab. The horizontal reinforcement is to continue
through the retaining wall to the new footway slab. Recast the top 150mm
of concrete. This option would require closure of South Quay Hill to vehicle
traffic for approximately four weeks, with pedestrian/cyclist access to
Newquay Harbour available only during construction works. Further
information on this option is displayed in figure 5 below.

Figure 5: Option 2C – Replacement of top 150mm of existing slab

2.3 Discounted Options

· Tying the retaining wall back to the rockhead using soil nails or rock bolts
was considered as a method of increasing the stability of the structure
against overturning and sliding under errant horizontal vehicle impact
loading. This option was rejected due to uncertainty over the rock profile
and rock competence beneath the carriageway. If this option was taken
forward further ground investigation works would be required, that would be
very disruptive to South Quay Hill Road and include heavy and risky civil
engineering construction. This option would be a last resort if the preferred
proposals were unacceptable.

· The use of precast concrete construction was considered for the works to
replace substandard elements of the shelters. Precast construction would
still require insitu construction of joints between precast panels and would
therefore not offer any significant time saving or cost benefits. In addition to
this, traditional methods of insitu concrete construction can easily be
undertaken, with support formwork erected on site and supported directly
from the section 2 floor beneath. Parts of the existing structure are required
to be demolished, and as a result, the geometry on site is quite variable for
design geometry, and for this reason, insitu construction methods are more
suitable.
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3 Departures from Standard relating to Design Options

3.1 Vehicle Containment Class Level

The Department for Transport: Design & Maintenance Guidance for Local
Authority Roads, October 2011 – Provision of Road Restraint Systems on
Local Authority Roads specifies that the default containment class level for a
parapet on a highway structure with a speed of less than 50mph is N1
containment. The system of restraint proposed in section 2 provides less
than N1, in fact the 100kN impact force corresponds with 50% of N1 for a
solid restraint safety kerb, (Class B to BS EN 1991-2-2003) but would
comply with N1 for a flexible restraint system (Class A). We have
investigated available restraint systems that would provide flexible restraint,
but they are designed specifically for highways and are less suitable for an
urban environment. Furthermore, a flexible parapet requires space for
deflection under impact, but the available space is limited if SQHS is to
retain its existing appearance and verge width is not severely compromised.

Given that the South Approach structure adjacent to SQHS was upgraded in
1997 with a ‘Trief’ concrete safety kerb and pedestrian guardrail system, it
would be desirable to provide visual consistency along both South Quay Hill
structures by implementing a similar vehicle containment system. As
discussed above this system would not conform to an N1 vehicle
containment level as it has not been tested to be compliant with BS EN 1317
(Road restraint systems), and therefore a Departure from Standard will be
required. Consideration should be given to carrying out a Road Safety Audit
to assess whether additional control measures should be implemented,
however we consider that this approach is acceptable, given the very low
vehicle speed likely to exist at this location.

3.2 Kerb Height

The kerb height between the carriageway and footway has been measured
to vary from 38mm to 60mm from dimensions recorded during a survey
undertaken on 24/07/2018. The Design Manual for Roads and Bridges: TA
57/87 – Roadside Features recommends that kerbs should have an upstand
of preferably 75mm to 100mm. However, due to the height of the approach
kerbs (approx. 30mm on the south approach and 60mm on the north
approach), it is not possible to achieve a kerb height of 75mm. The new
kerb height will match the profile for the existing approach kerbs, therefore
this constitutes a Departure from Standard.

It is thought that a possible reason why the kerb height is lower than
standard is to facilitate extra turning space sometimes needed by vehicles
towing boat trailers etc. Following discussion with Cormac it was agreed that
the existing kerb height is to remain, but that the new slab shall have a
25mm chamfer to its edge.
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4 Recommended Option

Option 1A – Replace the existing footway slab and edge beam with a new reinforced
concrete footway slab and edge beam, incorporating a ‘Trief’ safety kerb, using
stainless steel reinforcement. This would be combined with Option 2B – Chase out
concrete channels or slots from the carriageway slab perpendicular to the road and
insert steel reinforcement at regular intervals along the length of the slab.

These are the recommended options for upgrading of South Quay Hill Shelters, to
accommodate vehicle accidental loads applied vertically and horizontally in
accordance with current standards. Upgrading could be carried out along with
rehabilitation measures generally (to be further defined). These proposals (refer to
Figure 6 overleaf) consist of reconstructing the edge beam and footway slab to
accommodate a new vehicle restraint system comprising a concrete safety kerb and
painted steel parapet fence to match the South Approach structure in appearance.
The road slab is strengthened by the introduction of reinforcement and dowels into
the retaining wall, to provide a monolithic structure. It should be noted that the
footway width will be reduced slightly from 1400mm to approximately 1235mm
minimum. However, this width is greater than the widths of the footway at the
north and south approaches to the structure.

Footway slab option 1A offers the best long-term durability of the options for the
footway slab and edge beam replacement, as the option offers minimal future
maintenance because of the use of stainless steel reinforcement. Therefore,
although the construction cost may be slightly higher using stainless steel in
comparison with carbon steel, the whole life costs would be reduced. In addition to
this, the concrete slab reinforced with stainless steel would offer a thinner slab,
thereby reducing the dead load acting on the foundations of the shelters.

Construction of carriageway slab option 2B will cause much less disruption to the
users of the South Quay Hill Road as the road can remain open during the day. This
option also minimises the amount of concrete removal thereby reducing the overall
duration of the works.

Although there are departures from standards relating to vehicle restraint standard,
kerb height and footway width, the proposals should offer a significant reduction in
errant vehicle incursion risk and future maintenance liability, given that the existing
deck structure is highly sub-standard and in poor condition.

In addition to these works, the cracks within the existing retaining wall and
pilasters at ether end of the structure are to be repaired.

It is suggested that the existing reinforced concrete deck is removed using a
concrete muncher and the existing RSJ’s within the edge beam cut into sections
and disposed of. The demolition works would take approximately 2 shifts to
complete. The total duration of the construction works is estimated to be 4 weeks.
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5 Additional Recommendations

A topographical survey should be carried out at the construction stage to obtain the
precise on-site dimensions of the structure, which will then be used to confirm the
dimensions given to the fabricator for the design of a bespoke pedestrian handrail
system.

A thin-layer combined waterproofing and surfacing system should be applied to the
carriageway and footway slabs. The system should be on the approved products list
for either of the British Board of Agrément (BBA) or the Highways Authority Product
Approval Scheme (HAPAS). Involvement with the contractor should take place
during the detailed design phase to ensure that the thickness of surfacing required
can be achieved based on the levels of the roadway and footway and the
approaches to the structure. The detailing should ensure that the existing levels are
maintained.

Detailed design should look to identify whether the public waste bin and telescope,
which are currently placed adjacent to the shelter parapets, are moved to a more
suitable new location, or incorporated into the new design in such a way that they
would not further reduce the width of the footway, nor affect the level of vehicle
containment provided by the ‘Trief’ kerbs.
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Figure 6: Recommended Option
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Appendix A – Existing General Arrangement
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Appendix B – Designers Risk Assessment



AECOM Project Name
AECOM  Project No
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Output Residual Hazard to Residual
Hazard Log

Output Residual Risk to Residual Hazard
Log Ownership Output Residual Design Hazard

Feedback Location

Closeout
date for
Output

1 Demolition/Construction Works -
construction materials

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement Exposure to hazardous dust. Adverse effect on health and quality of life Contractors' workforce, members of

the public 3 5 15

RAMS, PPE (dust masks), damping down of
surfaces on site, works producing large levels of
dust to be carried out during periods where
presence of members of the public is
minimised.

NO 1 5 5

2 Construction Works - construction materials Hot works permit, Contractors Risk
Assessment & Method Statement

Use of hot bitumonous materials for repairs to
road surface

Severe burns as a result of mishandling hot
bitumonous materials Contractors' workforce 4 2 8 RAMS, PPE (gloves, apropriate boots and

overalls). NO 1 1 1

3

Construction Works - public road users
Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement

Conflict of construction works with public road
users

Damage to contractors' property, risk of death
or severe injury from vehicles entering the
construction site, damage to public property,
damage to road users' vehicles

Contractors' workforce, contractors'
property, public vehicles, members of
the public

4 5 20

Temporary road restraint such as variogaurd to
be installed adjacent to footway to give
adequant protection to the workforce.
Appropriate Traffic Management  (TM) to
communicate hazard to road users. Public to be
notified in advance of commencement of works.

NO 4 1 4

4

Construction Works - noise

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement, Control of Noise at Work
Regulations 2005

Noise levels on site exceeding Lowest Observed
Adverse Effect Level (LOAEL). Communication
difficulties on site resulting from excessive noise
levels

Adverse effect on health and quality of life,
nuisance

Contractors' workforce, local residents
and other members of the public 2 5 10

PPE (hearing protection). Implement noise
exclusion zones to surrounding site area during
periods of high noise levels. Works producing
high noise levels to be terminated by 10:00pm.

NO 1 5 5

5
Construction Works - equipment

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement, Control of Vibration at Work
Regulations 2005

Exposure to excessive vibration when using
manually operated construction machinery

Hand-arm Vibration Syndrome (HAVS)/ White
finger. Potential disablement resulting in adverse
effect on health and quality of life

Contractors' workforce 4 4 16
Ensure use of operators with proper training to
operate machinery. Rotate workforce to control
exposure time to vibration.

NO 4 2 8

6

Construction Works - construction materials

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement, Control of Asbestos Regulations
2012, Client Information provided to
Designer Potential exposure to airborne asbestos Adverse effect on health and quality of life

Contractors' workforce, members of
the public 4 2 8

Information from client has been consulted and
no asbestos is expected to be found during site
works. Should an unidentified material be
uncovered on site, the contractor must stop
works immediately and the appropriate
measures undertaken in order to confirm if the
material is abestos containing. Contractor to
have an Asbestos Management Plan prior to
commencing works.

NO 4 1 4

7

Demolition/Construction Works - working at
night

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement

Poor visibilty leading to increased likelihood to
slips, trips and falls from site hazards

Death or risk of serious injury resulting from
fa ling from height. Death or risk of serious injury
resulting from trips whilst operating construction
equipment. Serious injury leading to adverse
effect on health and quality of life

Contractors' workforce 5 5 25

Contractor to ensure that appropriate lighting is
provided where working at night will occur. A
site briefing will be carried out before night
works commence to ensure contractors'
workforce are aware of potential slip, trip and
fall hazards at South Quay Hill Shelters.

NO 5 2 10

8 Construction Works - public access to South
Quay Shelters

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement, The Health and Safety (Safety
Signs and Signals) Regulations 1996

Unauthorised access to construction site from
members of the public

Death or risk of serious injury resulting from
fa ling from height. Damage to contractors'
property. Theft of contractors' property

Members of the public, contractors'
workforce 5 3 15

Site boundary to be made clear to members of
the public and appropriate proh bitory signs
should be put in place. Site materials and
equipment to be securely stored.

NO 5 1 5

9 Demolition/Construction Works - falling
construction materials/debris

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement

Construction materials/ debris falling during
demolition/construction works

Death or risk of serious injury. Serious injury
leading to adverse effect on health and quality
of life

Members of the public, contractors'
workforce 5 4 20

PPE (Safety helmets). Edge protection such as
toe boards shall be used to prevent material and
other objects from falling during works.

NO 3 2 6

10

Operational - footway width Construction Drawings, Site Survey Footway width reduced from existing by design

Risk of vehicles mounting the kerb and entering
the footway, or pedestrians entering
carriageway. Death or serious injury to
pedestrians

Pedestrians, road users 3 3 9 Footway is still wider than the adjacent South
Approach and north retaining walls NO 3 3 9

11

Operational - vehicle skidding N/A
Vehicle skidding may occur if the carrigeway
slab has insufficient skid resistance

Risk of vehicles mounting the kerb and entering
the footway. Damage to trief kerb and
pedestrian guradrail from vehicle collision.
Death or serious injury to pedestrians

Pedestrians, road users, Cornwall
Council property 3 3 9 Provide a layer of mortar skim over the

carriageway slab to increase skid resistance. NO 2 1 2

12 Operational - kerb height Construction Drawings, Site Survey Low kerb upstand height between carriageway
and adjacent east footway

Risk of vehicles mounting the kerb and entering
the footway. Damage to trief kerb and
pedestrian guardrail from vehicle collision.
Death or serious injury

Pedestrians, road users, Cornwall
Council property 3 3 9

Provide a layer of mortar skim over the
carriageway slabwhich delineates edge of
carriageway.

NO 2 1 2

13 Design - spalling of concrete
Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement, Inspection for assessment
drawings

Falling concrete as a result of spalling and
delamination due to expansive corrosion of steel Risk of serious injury Members of the public 3 2 6

Recommendation to use stainless steel
reinforcement to prevent corrosion of
reinforcement during design stage.

NO 2 1 2

14
Design - loading on foundations

No as-built information of foundations is
available Lack of information regarding the foundations

Risk of settlement potentially resulting in
structural distress.

Members of the public, Cornwall
Council 5 2 10 Site investigation reveals rockhead, assumed

that structure is founded on unyielding rock. NO 5 1 5

15

Construction Works - existing services
Site Investigation, Correspondence with
Utility Companies

Excavation works may need to be carried out
adjacent to exisitng services

Damage to existing services from excavation
works

Utility Companies 3 3 9

General Arrangement to include position of
known existing services. Contractor to stop
works immediately if any unknown services are
found during works.

NO 3 1 3

16

Demoltion - Edge Protection
Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement

Once the footway slab has been demolished,
there will be no edge protection. Risk of death or severe injury

Members of the public, Contractors'
workforce 4 5 20

Temporary edge protection to be erected.
Appropriate Traffic Management  (TM) to
communicate hazard to road users. Public to be
notified in advance of commencement of works.

NO 4 2 8

17

Construction Works - Working from height
Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement Falls from height Risk of death or severe injury

Contractors' workforce 4 5 20

Temporary edge protection to be erected.
Appropriate Traffic Management  (TM) to
communicate hazard to road users. Public to be
notified in advance of commencement of works.

NO 4 2 8

18 Construction Works -  Formwork &
Temporary works

Contractors Risk Assessment & Method
Statement

Collapse of tenporary works. Collapse of Deck
and Edge beam formworks Risk of death or severe injury

Contractors' workforce, members of
the public 4 3 12

Formworks and temporary works to be
designed, erected and checked at the required
intervals by a competent contractor.

NO 4 1 4

19 Design - stability of structure against
overturning

No as-built information of foundations is
available Unknown foundation arrangement

Assumption that upper structure acts
monolithically and would overturn about the toe
of the upper buttresses. Risk of overturning if
assumption not valid.

Prinicpal Designer, Cornwall Council 5 3 15

Design load case is for an errant vehicle
impacting at very low speed. Conservative
assessment of structure. TAA to discuss and
agree on the foundation assumptions.

NO 5 1 5

Post-mitigation
assessment Output

Concept Design - SiD Assessment
South Quay Shelters
60539293

Pre-mitigation
assessmentHazard and Risk Identification

Menu Instructions Example SheetSiD Procedure SiD DOCSResidual Hazard & Risk Log RevisionSafety Review Check List Safety Symbols
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Appendix C – Statutory Undertaker Drawings






















